The New Fog of War -- A Battle of Messages

The U.S. is waging war on Islam
The U.S. is occupying holy land of Mecca and Medina
We were invited to protect Saudi Arabia from Iraq
We fought on the side of Muslims in Kosovo, Somalia, Iraq, and Afghanistan

We are holy warriors
They are terrorists
The U.S. is causing great suffering
The militants abuse women and children
We are providing humanitarian assistance

They are infidels
They are a part of an axis of evil
The U.S. is killing civilians indiscriminately
We are conducting surgical attacks carefully avoiding civilians

They are not POWs and we follow the Geneva Convention

Bush Calls Iraq, Iran, and North Korea an "Axis of Evil" in New Phase of War on Terrorism
CNN

We are engaged in a jihad that may last lifetimes
We are providing humanitarian assistance

The Islamic militants are threats to everybody's security
We do not want to stay in Afghanistan

The U.S. is causing great suffering
We are engaging in a jihad that may last lifetimes

The U.S. is treating POWs brutally

US Warplane Bombs Hospital for Seniors
Taliban Claims Hundreds Killed—Pentagon Says Casualties are Exaggerated
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